Contributions of dynamic phosphorus-31 magnetic resonance spectroscopy to the analysis of muscle fiber distribution.
In high-performance athletes, conclusions regarding the muscle fiber distribution were to be drawn from dynamic 31phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P MRS). Eleven volleyball players (V), eight bodybuilders (B), and 22 nonathletic volunteers (N) were examined by dynamic 31P MRS. During rest, exhaustive exercise, and recovery, respectively, up to 60 consecutive phosphorus spectra of the quadriceps muscle were acquired by "time series" in 36 s each. Two main spectroscopic approaches to the spectroscopic analysis of muscle fiber distribution were applied: evaluation of the ratio Pi/PCr at rest and the computer-assisted analysis of the Pi-peak at its exercise-induced line width maximum. At rest, the bodybuilders showed a significant lower Pi/PCr (0.07 +/- 0.03), in comparison with the volleyball players (0.11 +/- 0.03) and the nonathletic volunteers (0.11 +/- 0.02). The computer-assisted analysis of the Pi-peak at its line width maximum revealed a significantly lower pH of both of the subpeaks in the bodybuilders [6.30 versus 6.37 (V) and 6.38 (N); 6.89 versus 6.92 (V, N)], whereas the volleyball players provided the largest proportion of oxidative muscle fibers (68%), compared to bodybuilders (64%) and nonathletic volunteers (59%). A correlation between the ratio Pi/PCr and the area of the subpeak with the high pH (representing oxidative fibers) could not be demonstrated. Spectroscopic results during rest and exercise may be influenced by the muscle fiber distribution of the respective volunteer. The applied spectroscopic approaches to the analysis of muscle fiber composition are not compatible with each other; depending on the applied method, the classification of a muscle fiber as type I or type II fiber may change. The influence of physiologic factors like muscle fiber distribution on spectroscopic results has to be considered in the interpretation of pathological conditions.